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Our aim is twofold. First, we propose a natural definition of index for linear nonautonomous implicit diﬀerence equations, which is similar to that of linear diﬀerentialalgebraic equations. Then we extend this index notion to a class of nonlinear implicit
diﬀerence equations and prove some existence theorems for their initial-value problems.
1. Introduction
Implicit diﬀerence equations (IDEs) arise in various applications, such as the Leontief
dynamic model of a multisector economy, the Leslie population growth model, and so
forth. On the other hand, IDEs may be regarded as discrete analogues of diﬀerentialalgebraic equations (DAEs) which have already attracted much attention of researchers.
Recently [1, 3], a notion of index 1 linear implicit diﬀerence equations (LIDEs) has
been introduced and the solvability of initial-value problems (IVPs), as well as multipoint
boundary-value problems (MBVPs) for index 1 LIDEs, has been studied. In this paper,
we propose a natural definition of index for LIDEs so that it can be extended to a class
of nonlinear IDEs. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is concerned with index
1 LIDEs and their reduction to ordinary diﬀerence equations. In Section 3, we study the
index concept and the solvability of IVPs for nonlinear IDEs. The result of this paper can
be considered as a discrete version of the corresponding result of [4].
2. Index 1 linear implicit diﬀerence equations
Let Q be an arbitrary projection onto a given subspace N of dimension m − r (1  r 
m − 1) in Rm . Further, let {vi }r1 and {v j }m
r+1 be any bases of KerQ and N, respectively.
Denote by V = (v1 ,...,vm ) a column matrix and denote Q̃ = diag(Or ,Im−r ), where Or
and Im−r stand for r × r zero matrix and (m − r) × (m − r) identity matrix, respectively.
Then V is nonsingular, Q = V Q̃V −1 , and this decomposition depends on the choice of
the bases {vi }m
1 , that is, on V .
Now, suppose Nα and Nβ are two subspaces of the same dimension m − r (1  r 
m − 1) in Rm . Then any projections Qα and Qβ onto Nα and Nβ can be decomposed
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as Qα = Vα Q̃Vα−1 and Qβ = Vβ Q̃Vβ−1 , respectively. Define an operator connecting two
subspaces Nα and Nβ (connecting operator, for short) Qαβ := Vα Q̃Vβ−1 . Clearly,
Qαβ = Qα Qαβ = Qαβ Qβ = Qα Vα Vβ−1 = Vα Vβ−1 Qβ ,
Qαβ Qβα = Qα ,

Qβα Qαβ = Qβ .

(2.1)

We consider a system of LIDEs
An xn+1 + Bn xn = qn

(n  0),

(2.2)

where An ,Bn ∈ Rm×m , qn ∈ Rm are given and rank An ≡ r (1  r  m − 1) for all n  0.
Let Qn be any projection onto Ker An ,Pn = I − Qn and consider decompositions Qn =
Vn Q̃Vn−1 (n  0). For definiteness, we put A−1 := A0 , Q−1 := Q0 , P−1 := P0 , and V−1 :=
V0 . Thus, the connecting operators Qn−1,n := Vn−1 Q̃Vn−1 are determined for all n  0.
Recall that a linear DAE A(t)x + B(t)x = q(t), t ∈ J := [t0 ,T], where A,B ∈ C(J,
m
R ×m ), q ∈ Rm , is said to be of index 1 or transferable (see [4]) if there exists a smooth
projection Q ∈ C 1 (J, Rm×m ) onto KerA(t) such that the matrix G(t) = A(t) + B(t)Q(t) is
nonsingular for all t ∈ J. It is proved that the index 1 property (transferability) of linear DAEs does not depend on the choice of smooth projections and is equivalent to the
condition S(t) ∩ Ker A(t) = {0}, where S(t) := {ξ ∈ Rm : B(t)ξ ∈ ImA(t)}.
A similar result can be established for LIDEs, namely, the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. The matrix Gn := An + Bn Qn−1,n is nonsingular if and only if
Sn ∩ KerAn−1 = {0},

(2.3)

where, as in the DAE case, Sn := {ξ ∈ Rm : Bn ξ ∈ ImAn }.
The proof of Lemma 2.1 repeats that of [3, Lemma 1] with some obvious changes, and
uses the fact that condition (2.3) holds if and only if Vn Vn−−11 Sn ∩ KerAn = {0}.
Since condition (2.3) does not depend on the representation of connecting operators,
we get the following corollary.
Corollary 2.2. The nonsingularity of Gn does not depend on the choice of connecting operator, that is, if Qn−1,n := Vn−1 Q̃Vn−1 and Q̄n−1,n := V̄n−1 Q̃V̄n−1 , then both matrices Gn :=
An + Bn Qn−1,n and Ḡn := An + Bn Q̄n−1,n are singular or nonsingular simultaneously.
Corollary 2.2 confirms that it suﬃces to restrict our consideration to orthogonal projections onto KerAn , as was done in [3]. However, in the mentioned paper, a singularvalue decomposition (SVD) of An is employed for constructing an orthogonal projection
Qn onto KerAn and it seems not to be convenient for a further extension of the index
notion to nonlinear cases. Corollary 2.2 also allows us to introduce the following notion
of index 1 LIDEs, which is quite similar to that of index 1 (transferable) linear DAEs.
Definition 2.3. The LIDEs (2.2) are said to be of index 1 if, for all n  0,
(i) rank An = r;
(ii) Gn := An + Bn Qn−1,n is nonsingular.
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The main diﬀerence between linear index 1 DAEs and linear index 1 IDEs is the fact
that the pencil {A(t),B(t)} in the continuous case is always of index 1 for all t ∈ J, while
for n  1, {An ,Bn } is not necessarily of index 1.
Now, we describe shortly the decomposition technique for index 1 LIDEs. Performing
Pn G−n 1 and Qn G−n 1 on both sides of (2.2), respectively, we get
Pn xn+1 + Pn G−n 1 Bn xn = Pn G−n 1 qn ,
−1

(2.4)

−1

Qn Gn Bn xn = Qn Gn qn .

(2.5)

Further, denoting un = Pn−1 xn , vn = Qn−1 xn (n  0) and observing that Pn G−n 1 Bn Qn−1 xn =
Pn G−n 1 Bn Qn−1,n Qn,n−1 xn = Pn Qn,n−1 xn = Pn Qn Qn,n−1 xn = 0, we find Pn G−n 1 Bn xn =
Pn G−n 1 Bn un . Thus, (2.4) becomes an ordinary diﬀerence equation
un+1 + Pn G−n 1 Bn un = Pn G−n 1 qn .

(2.6)

Since Qn G−n 1 Bn Qn−1 xn = Qn G−n 1 Bn Qn−1,n Qn,n−1 xn = Qn,n−1 xn = Vn Vn−−11 Qn−1 xn =Vn Vn−−11 vn ,
(2.5) is reduced to




vn = Vn−1 Vn−1 Qn G−n 1 qn − Qn G−n 1 Bn un .

(2.7)

Finally,




xn = un + vn = I − Qn−1,n G−n 1 Bn un + Qn−1,n G−n 1 qn .

(2.8)

Thus, if (2.2) is of index 1, then, for given u0 = P−1 x0 = P0 x0 , we can compute un+1 ,
vn , and xn (n  0) by (2.6), (2.7), and (2.8), respectively. As in the DAEs case, we only
need to initialize the P0 -component of x0 . Further, putting n = 0 in (2.8) and noting
that V−1 = V0 , u0 = P−1 x0 = P0 x0 , we find that a consistent initial value x0 must satisfy a
“hidden” constraint, namely, Q0 (I + G−0 1 B0 P0 )x0 = Q0 G−0 1 q0 .
3. Nonlinear implicit diﬀerence equations
We begin this section by recalling the following version of the Hadamard theorem on
homeomorphism.
between two
Theorem 3.1 [2, page 222]. Suppose F ∈ C 1 (X,Y ) is a local homeomorphism
∞
Banach spaces X,Y and ζ(R) := inf xR ([F  (x)]−1 )−1 . Then if 0 ζ(R)dR = +∞, F is a
(global) homeomorphism of X into Y .
In particular, if [F  (x)]−1   αx + β for all x ∈ X, where α  0, β > 0, then F
is a homeomorphism of X into Y . Further, suppose F = T + H, where T ∈ C 1 (X,Y ),
[T  (x)]−1   γ, for all x ∈ X, and H(x) − H(y)  Lx − y , for all x, y ∈ X, then if
Lγ < 1, F is a homeomorphism of X into Y .
Consider a system of nonlinear IDEs




fn xn+1 ,xn = 0 (n  0),
where fn : Rm → Rm are given vector functions.

(3.1)
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Definition 3.2. Equation (3.1) is said to be of index 1 if
(i) the function fn is continuously diﬀerentiable, moreover, Ker(∂ fn /∂y)(y,x) = Nn ,
dimNn = m − r, for all n  0, y,x ∈ Rm , where 1  r  m − 1;
(ii) the matrix Gn = (∂ fn /∂y)(y,x) + (∂ fn /∂x)(y,x)Qn−1,n (n  0) is nonsingular.
Here, we put N−1 = N0 , V−1 = V0 , Q−1 = Q0 , and denote by Qn−1,n an operator connecting two subspaces Nn−1 ,Nn .
In the remainder of this paper, for the sake of simplicity, the norm of Rm is assumed
to be Euclidean.
Theorem 3.3. Let (3.1) be of index 1. Moreover, suppose that
 −1

G (y,x)  αn  y  + βn x + γn

∀ y,x ∈ Rm , ∀n  0,

n

(3.2)

where αn ,βn  0, γn > 0 are constants. Then the problem of finding xn from (3.1) and the
initial condition
P0 x0 = p 0

(3.3)


∂ fn 
Pn xn+1 + tQn xn+1 ,xn Qn xn+1 dt = 0,
∂y

(3.4)

has a unique solution.
Proof. Since








fn xn+1 ,xn − fn Pn xn+1 ,xn =

1
0

equation (3.1) becomes




fn Pn xn+1 ,Pn−1 xn + Qn−1 xn = 0

(n  0).

(3.5)

Suppose un = Pn−1 xn (n  0) is found (for n = 0, u0 = P−1 x0 = P0 x0 = p0 is given). We
have to find u = Pn xn+1 ∈ ImPn ⊂ Rr and v = Qn−1 xn ∈ ImQn−1 ⊂ Rm−r . Define an operator F : Rm → Rm by F : z := (uT ,vT )T → fn (u,un + v). Let w = (∆uT ,∆vT )T , where
∆u ∈ ImPn , ∆v ∈ ImQn−1 , then F  (z)w = (∂ fn /∂y)(u,un + v)∆u + (∂ fn /∂x)(u,un + v)∆v.
Consider the linearized equation
F  (z)w = q,

(3.6)

where q ∈ Rm is an arbitrary fixed vector. First, observe that Gn Pn = (∂ fn /∂y)Pn + (∂ fn /
∂x)Qn−1,n Qn Pn = (∂ fn /∂y)Pn = ∂ fn /∂y, hence G−n 1 (∂ fn /∂y) = Pn and Gn Qn = (∂ fn /
∂x)Qn−1,n Qn = (∂ fn /∂x)Qn−1,n , therefore G−n 1 (∂ fn /∂x)Qn−1,n = Qn , where Gn , ∂ fn /∂y,
∂ fn /∂x are valued at (u,un + v). Further, since Pn ∆u = ∆u, ∆v = Qn−1 ∆v = Qn−1,n Qn,n−1 ∆v,
then by the action of G−n 1 on both sides of (3.6) and using the last observations, we get




∆u + Qn,n−1 ∆v = G−n 1 u,un + v q.

(3.7)
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Now, applying Pn and Qn to both sides of (3.7), respectively, we find ∆u = Pn G−n 1 q and
Qn,n−1 ∆v = Qn G−n 1 q. The last equality leads to ∆v = Vn−1 Vn−1 Qn G−n 1 q. Thus, (3.6) has a
unique solution w = (∆uT ,∆vT )T . Moreover, ∆u  Pn G−n 1 q and ∆v 
1

Vn−1 Vn−1 Qn G−
bounded inverse. A simple calculation shows
n q, that is, F (z) has a√

−1
that [F (z)]   ωn z + δn , where ωn = 2ρn max{αn ,βn }, δn = ρn (γn + βn un ), and
ρn = (Pn 2 + Vn−1 Vn−1 Qn 2 )1/2 . By the Hadamard theorem on homeomorphism, (3.1)
has a unique solution Pn xn+1 and Qn−1 xn for all n  0. This completes the proof of
Theorem 3.3.

In the next theorem, without loss of generality, we will use orthogonal projections
onto Nn , that is, Qn = Vn Q̃VnT and Vn VnT = VnT Vn = I. In this case, Qn−1,n = Vn−1 Q̃VnT
and Qn  = Pn  = Vn  = 1.
Theorem 3.4. Suppose fn (y,x) = gn (y,x) + hn (y,x), where
(i) gn (y,x) is continuously diﬀerentiable, moreover
Ker

∂gn
(y,x) = Nn ,
∂y

dimNn = m − r,

∀n  0, ∀x, y ∈ Rm ;

(3.8)

(ii) Gn (y,x) = (∂gn /∂y)(y,x) + (∂gn /∂x)(y,x)Qn−1,n (n  0) has uniformly bounded inverses, that is, G−n 1 (y,x)  γn for all n  0, y,x ∈ Rm ;
(iii) hn (y,x) = hn (Pn y,x) for all n  0, y,x ∈ Rm ;
(iv) hn (y,x) − hn ( ȳ, x̄)  Ln ( y − ȳ 2 + x − x̄2 )1/2 for all n  0, y,x, ȳ, x̄ ∈ Rm .
√
Then, if γn Ln < 1/ 2 for all n  0, the IVP (3.1), (3.3) has a unique solution.
Proof. Using the notations of Theorem 3.3, we define two operators T(z) = gn (u,un + v)
and H(z) = hn (u,un + v), where, as before, z := (uT ,vT )T , u := Pn xn+1 , v :=√Qn−1 xn , and
un := Pn−1 xn . From the proof of Theorem 3.3, it follows that [T  (z)]−1   √2γn . On the
other hand, H(z) is Lipschitz continuous with a Lipschitz constant Ln and 2γn Ln < 1.
Thus, the mapping F(z) = T(z) + H(z) is a homeomorphism of X onto Y , therefore the
IVP (3.1), (3.3) has a unique solution.

Corollary 3.5. Suppose fn (y,x) = An y + Bn x + hn (y,x), where An ,Bn ∈ Rm×m , and hn :
Rm × Rm → Rm satisfy the following conditions:
(i) rank An ≡ r and the matrix Gn = An + Bn Qn−1,n is nonsingular for all n  0, where
Qn−1,n is a connecting operator of Ker An−1 and KerAn , A−1 := A0 ;
(ii) hn (y,x) is continuously diﬀerentiable, moreover
KerAn ⊂ Ker

∂ fn
(y,x) ∀n  0, ∀ y,x ∈ Rm ,
∂y





hn (y,x) − hn ( ȳ, x̄)  Ln  y − ȳ 2 + x − x̄2 1/2 ,

(3.9)

∀n  0, ∀ y,x, ȳ, x̄ ∈ Rm .

√

Then, if Ln G−n 1  < 1/ 2, the IVP (3.1), (3.3) is uniquely solvable.
It can be shown that the explicit Euler method applied to nonlinear transferable DAEs
[4] leads to nonlinear index 1 IDEs. This and other problems related to connections between DAEs and IDEs will be discussed in our forthcoming paper.
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